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Providing access to the latest data centre
solutions from the market’s leading vendors,
we’ll help you assess, design and deliver
against your organisation’s current and
future infrastructure needs.

A fully modernised automated data-centric data centre is critical for the flawless
delivery of today’s hyperconnected digital services. It will also make it possible to
execute a hybrid or multi-cloud strategy with confidence and inject new levels of
flexibility and agility to the business.
Whether you’re looking to compute at scale to accommodate the growing use of AI and analytics, or need
to enhance the operational efficiency, extensibility and resilience of your architecture in line with evolving
workloads, your data centre needs to be built with future performance, capacity and environmental
sustainability in mind.
Designing, building and supporting data centres requires careful strategic planning of everything from
compute and storage resources as well as software-defined and fully orchestrated and serverless
technologies, through to network security, application delivery assurance, intelligent automation and
redundancy. And that’s where Bell Integration can help.

Bell Integration – delivering a complete end-to-end solution

Whether you’re planning to modernise your
on-premises data centre or are looking to build
out a new co-location facility, our cutting edge
and cost effective DC infrastructure solutions
improve agility, security and control.
Our Approach
Assess and review - We’ll audit your existing environment, evaluating current and envisaged
workloads alongside potential security risks and space constraints.

Design and build- We’ll help you evaluate which technologies from which vendors represent a best
fit for your needs, providing expert advice that ensures your data centre is designed with optimisation
and future-proofing in mind. At every stage of the process, you’ll be able to take advantage of our proofof-concept testing labs and we can provide IT rental options that make it cost-effective to try out your
infrastructure design for real.

Implementation- We take care of everything from hardware storage and logistics through to
configuration and imaging of your new environment. Utilising our unique VClarus methodology, we’ll
execute the phased installation and data centre staging and testing process utilising our own fully
certified and security checked engineering personnel.
Our IT asset management specialists are on hand to ensure you make the best use of existing resources,
while our migration teams will undertake the smooth switchover of workloads to your new environment.
We can also help you handle the secure collection and sustainable disposal of any decommissioned and
redundant IT assets.

Support - Expert at helping organisations build and manage future-ready data centres, we’ll take care of
everything from maintaining your data centre hardware and software, to 24x7 monitoring of everything
from bandwidth scaling and application performance to usage changes.
Alongside minimising downtime and risk, we’ll ensure that data recovery and application and network
availability metrics are tightly managed. Plus, we’ll ensure you benefit from increased operational
efficiencies that result in improved energy and cooling costs.

We will help you prepare for emerging and next-generation
technologies that can power further future innovation.

Contact us
From offices in London, Portsmouth, Wokingham, Krakow, Hyderabad and Singapore,
we work with local and global customers across Europe and Asia-Pacific to streamline
every aspect of their IT management strategies to maximise efficiencies and increase
their ROI, year on year.

See how Bell Integration can help your business succeed.
Please contact us on marketing@bell-integration.com or visit
www.bell-integration.com
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